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YOUR PATHWAY TO A

REAL ESTATE CAREER

Your Roadmap to the

Real Estate Industry
KEY BENEFITS
· Get the most updated tips and effective strategies
in real estate marketing
· Understand how various marketing channels
including print media, social media, online and
network marketing can work for you
· Start your real estate career more effectively and
efficiently

COURSE OUTLINE
Starting a real estate business requires the right mindset,
attitude and skills. This mastery covers in-depth content of
various marketing channels including print media, social
media, digital and conventional marketing.

Bjorn Chua

Chris Chen

Jack Ooi

Bjorn has overcome each and every one of his past mistakes and
obstacles through sheer determination and willpower. He will
share his initial challenges as a real estate agent and how he
conquered them. In a short span of time, Bjorn rose through the
ranks and became one of the youngest Division Directors in ERA.
He leads more than 100 real estate agents in his division.

Chris has been in the real estate since 2002, amassing vast
knowledge across all segments of the industry. As Senior Group
Division Director, Chris is a hands-on leader who has shaped the
careers of many real estate agents. Participants can look forward
to an insightful sharing as he dishes out easy-to-understand,
practical, and relevant knowledge vital to new salespersons.

Jack has a strong passion for mentoring others and engages his
participants through interactive sharing. He currently leads his
division with his wife, Aileen. His impetus for helping others is the
satisfaction of watching his mentees succeed. Many have
jumpstarted their real estate career learning from Jack’s 10 years’
worth of experience in both the HDB and private sectors.

Wow Your Clients with a Fuss Free

Investment Experience
KEY BENEFITS
· Introducing the Propriety ERA Property Investment Calculators
· Structuring Better Deals
· Strategies for Higher Sales Conversion
· Fundamental Calculations

COURSE OUTLINE
This mastery is segmented into 4 parts:
Part I by Eugene Lim – An introduction to the ERA Property
Investment Calculators on the i-ERA app, which allows you to
create customised solutions for every client and provide advice on
estimated payment timelines, amounts, and investment returns.
Part II by Dennis Chee – How to apply information from your
calculations on the new i-ERA app, as well as how to structure your
deals so clients have a clear understanding of the proceedings.
Part III by Jim Teh – Learn to refine your sales pitches and
successfully convince potential clients. Skillfully address complex
question on investments, returns, and profitability.
Part IV by Ryner Koh – Takes you through the steps of fundamental
calculations crucial to making smart investment choices.

Eugene Lim

Ryner Koh

Jim Teh

Dennis Chee

As ERA’s Key Executive Officer (KEO), Eugene Lim truly
understands the inner workings of the industry. He
has over two decades of experience, having spent
many years working with prominent property
developers such as DBS Land and Capitaland. With his
vast knowledge on economic trends and insights,
Eugene is a much sought-after real estate opinion
leader. The media frequently seeks his professional
views on current issues in the property market.

Ryner’s mix of academic knowlege in real estate
management and finance is vital in propelling his
real estate career forward. With his experience and
profound understanding of the financial intricacies
behind property transactions, Ryner is a practiced
mentor who can guide you through all the
complexities associated with property investment
financing and help you find the best outcome for
your clients.

Previously an Air Force engineer, Jim owns a special
set of skills that serves him well in the real estate
industry. In advising his clients on property
investment, Jim’s engineering background means he
is eagle-eyed when going through the intricacies of
property investment calculations. Participants can
learn from Jim as he strives to stay on top of the
economic trends by applying his own research in
property investment financing.

Having transacted extensively in both primary and
secondary markets, Dennis' journey as an ERA
salesperson is intertwined with his love for service
excellence and his passion for customer satisfaction.
An extremely resourceful agent to his clients, Dennis
brings the same spirit of resourcefulness in his
trainings so participants can learn how to leverage on
all the financial options available for their clients.

IGITAL

M A R K E T I N G

M A S T E R Y

Firing Up Your

Through Digital Marketing
KEY BENEFITS
· Gain practical insights into the digital landscape
for real estate
· Learn effective Facebook marketing content
generation strategies
· Learn to build a persuasive brand authority within
your Geographic Target Area

COURSE OUTLINE
Stay abreast of the latest digital marketing trends and
strategies as this hands-on mastery provides you a
practical tutorial on Facebook marketing and real-life
applications in today’s social media landscape. Boost
your sales performance and effortlessly generate leads
as you learn to harness digital tools that work for you
while you sleep!

Alex Lim
Alex joined the real estate industry in 2006, just as social media took the internet by storm. Rising
giants of social media – Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube – have become part of our daily lives
and transforming the face of the internet. Alex found his roaring success on the ascent of digital
marketing, transacting over $500 million in property sales in a decade of bold online marketing
feats.
In 2017 alone, Alex turned more than $1 million through his online marketing campaigns and
strategies. As one of our top trainers, Alex hopes to impart his digital knowledge and business
acumen to aspiring salespersons who hunger to replicate his success.

Become the next

Project Warrior
KEY BENEFITS
· Maximise the returns for your prospecting
efforts for projects
· Learn to identify and present the unique
selling points of each project
· Examine real-life case studies to handle
common issues when closing deals

COURSE OUTLINE
The trainers will walk you through real-life case studies on handling
potential issues in deal closings at a show flat which will, in turn, increase
the opportunities of on-site transactions.
Day 1: Introduction to ERA Projects Procedures and Prospecting Skill Sets
Day 2: Overcoming Objections and Strategic Closing Techniques
Day 3: Project Presentation Workflow

Tanya Yang

Man Jeet Singh

Marcus Ramsey Goh

Kelvin Neo

A six-time ERA Asia Pacific Award winner from 2013 to 2017,
Tanya consistently pulled more than SGD$100,000 in
commissions and closed over 50 deals a year. Since she
joined the industry over a decade ago, Tanya has placed a
strong focus on project launches, having been in charge of
projects like Gem Residences, Queens Peak, and Stirling
Residences. She excels in her field by staying on top of
market trends and keeping updated on new policies and
their impact on potential clients. Tanya gleans her
knowledge from astute insider sources, maintaining an
active engagement with bankers and lawyers for the latest
tips on market performance.

Over the past decade of his career, Man Jeet has
transacted all kinds of properties, from luxury high
rises in Orchard to suburban condos in Farrer Road.
Having headed projects like Twin Vew, Man Jeet is a
walking encyclopedia for the project Standard of
Procedures (SOPs), requirements and regulations
for all kinds of projects. His vast knowledge allows
him to educate clients and manage their
expectations with each unique project launch,
which is crucial for aspiring agents dealing with
clients from all walks of life.

In Q1’2018, Marcus clinched the Quarterly Top 10th
Achiever spot. With almost a decade of project
experience where he has supervised projects like Le
Quest and the Whitley Residences, Marcus has a
keen grasp of clients’ thought processes across the
various stages of the project presentation. This
discernment is passed down to both aspiring and
accomplished agents through insights, statistics,
and techniques that Marcus combines with
powerful and persuasive closing skills.

Kelvin is one of the pioneers in project tagging, with an unrivalled
spirit of excellence. He has clinched numerous awards in the eight
years of his career and headed exclusive projects such as Casa Al
Mare. In 2015, he made it to the Top 5 Managers Category and was
the Top 33rd Achiever. In 2018 Q1, he made it into Top 15 Achievers
and Top Senior Division Director. His accolades bear testament to
how influential his personal marketing and prospecting strategies
are. Generating an impressive yet consistent number of monthly
leads, Kelvin turns them into transactions with his astute business
acumen and Midas touch. Aspiring agents may expect to learn how
to close deals more effectively with Kelvin’s guidance.

Secure Exclusive Listings
Effectively with

Optimal Pricing Strategies

KEY BENEFITS
· Secure exclusive listings with a minimum 2% fee in
under 10 minutes
· Learn simple yet powerful techniques to close deals
· Learn how to target quality prospects for Condos and ECs

COURSE OUTLINE
This mastery unveils secrets to quickly securing a listing.
Participants will pick up the ability to plan and execute
strategies to help sell the client’s properties at the optimum
price, as well as tips on handling objections and successfully
converting sellers. Following this programme, you will learn
to handle common objections so sellers will agreeably give
you listings.

Zac Huang
Tempted by the prospect of unlimited earning within the industry, Zac jumped at the
opportunity to join the real estate industry in 2006. He has remained steadfast in his pursuit
of service excellence and emerged with numerous top achiever awards. Currently an
Executive Group Division Director, Zac continues to win awards for building and growing
successful sales teams. Participants can expect to learn from Zac’s intimate sharing of how
to secure exclusive listings from their clients.

Unlock the Secret of
Getting Prospects

Condos and ECs
KEY BENEFITS
· Distinguish the difference in regulations
between Condos and ECs
· Identify blind spots through case studies
analysis
· Learn how to effectively target prospects
for Condos and ECs

COURSE OUTLINE
Immerse yourself in the Condo and EC
markets in this mastery. Learn to recognise
the differences in the qualifications and
procedures, and acquire techniques on
getting prospects in your GTA for Condos
and ECs. Ryan and Darryl will go through
real life case studies to help you
understand the various transaction pitfalls
in the Condo and EC segment.

Ryan Cheang

Darryl Ho

Academically trained in real estate, Ryan is adept at
analysing economic trends and extracting key insights
on the current market. With his expertise, Ryan can help
his teammates improve team performance. On the side,
Ryan shares his real estate knowledge as a guest writer
with mothership.sg

Darryl has handled more than 15 residential projects
since he joined the industry in 2006. He enjoys serving
HDB upgraders and has carved out a special niche in this
market segment. As a Top Performer in this area, Darryl
has built a powerful team specialising in what he does. He
is happy to share his exclusive know-how with fellow
agents keen to explore this area.

Rule Over The

HDB Resale Market
KEY BENEFITS
· Receive practical success tips from specially curated
case studies
· Master the art of financial calculations in HDB resale
transactions
· Learn how to attract the right audience for your
marketing objectives
· Understand how aging homes can benefit from the
latest Home Improvement Programme II

COURSE OUTLINE
In this course, participants are trained in all aspects of
the HDB segment. A complete guide for navigating the
residential sector, you will learn about government
policies for HDB properties, financial calculations, and
finding the right GTA for you to operate effectively in.

Mike Poon
Mike is a pace-setter and trailblazer. Since joining the real estate industry in 2004, Mike has
successfully transacted over 300 properties, including several record-breaking HDB
transactions. Specialising in the HDB Resale market, Mike has made media headlines by
becoming the first person to break the $500,000 and $600,000 marks in the HDB Resale
market. Participants may expect to pick up some of his record-breaking success tips
through this mastery.

Your Essential Guide to Becoming a

Property Rental Expert
KEY BENEFITS
· Examine the finer details of property rentals
· Understanding the Tenancy Agreement
· Avoid common pitfalls in property rentals

COURSE OUTLINE
Property rentals may be a reliable source of revenue,
but they come with their own set of challenges.
Familiarise yourself with the finer details of property
rentals, learn how to guide your clients through the
Tenancy Agreement, as well as the various challenges
in renting out a property at this mastery.

Nicole Lim
Nicole has been with ERA since 2002 with a piercing focus on sales and rental of residential
properties. Besides having an excellent track record – reaching the Top 200 Achievers of the Year
every year from the day she joined – Nicole has a passion to develop others as well.
She is recognised for her leadership qualities, clinching numerous Top Manager and Top DD awards
over the years. With over 756 rental transactions to date, and counting, Nicole has extensive
experience in dealing with tenancy issues and managing landlord/tenant relations. Participants
may expect a no holds barred sharing from Nicole.

Maximise Potential and Value for

Landed Properties
KEY BENEFITS
· Elevate your capabilities in selling landed properties
· Be familiar with the history and construction guidelines
· Gain effective marketing and prospecting strategies

COURSE OUTLINE
Marketing landed properties requires a different
approach. You need a more intimate knowledge of
each property’s history and construction guidelines to
succeed in this niche market. In this mastery, you will
learn the effective strategies to market and prospect
for landed properties, as well as ways to maximise the
potential and value for landed transactions.

Bjorn Chua
Bjorn is thriving in the landed properties segment. Through sheer hard work and
determination, he rose through the ranks and became one of the top District Division
Directors in the 2017 Asia Pacific Business Conference. Today, he leads an equally successful
team focusing on landed properties in his division.

(ADVANCED)

YOUR JOURNEY TO

DISCOVER NEW CAREER

Unleash the Hidden Power in You
KEY BENEFITS
· Gain essential sale performance tips
· Master the art of enhancing your sale performance
· Learn effective sales strategies

COURSE OUTLINE
The Ultimate Sales Warrior Camp is designed to transform our salespeople into Sales
Warriors skilled in both sales tactics and emotional empathy – to raise a formidable
salesforce that is both powerful and persuasive. The Sales Warrior Camp takes your
professional performance to new heights as it puts you through intense activities to
challenge your beliefs and come face-to-face with your greatest fear.

A Powerful Sales Team
KEY BENEFITS
· Gain essential knowledge of recruitment
· Learn to execute effective recruitment campaigns
· Learn to build a powerful sales team

COURSE OUTLINE
Associates will acquire practical skills to build a powerful
sales team and techniques to transform existing team
leaders into influential team builders. The trainer will also
share techniques and tips on executing persuasive
campaigns that will effectively boost recruitment for your
business. This mastery includes a practical tutorial on
recruitment strategies via social media.

Chris Chen
Chris has been in real estate since 2002, amassing in-depth knowledge
across all segments of the industry. As Senior Group Division Director, Chris
has shaped the careers of many real estate salespersons. Participants may
look forward to an insightful sharing as he dishes out easy-to-understand,
practical, and relevant knowledge vital to those starting out on their real
estate career.

YOUR NEXT EVOLUTION
BEGINS HERE
KEY BENEFITS
· Discover the full potential of your talents that you
can share with others
· Understand how to cultivate good practices to nurture
self-leadership
· Learn to give back to your team so your team can be
stronger together

COURSE OUTLINE
We created The Ultimate Leadership Warrior Camp to
empower our salespersons to become the best version of
themselves. In this camp, participants go through a series of
challenges that pushes their limits mentally, emotionally,
and physically. Upon completion, Warrior Camp graduates
would have acquired the knowledge, skills, and emotional
aptitude to lead an effective, high-performing team.

Kevin Lim

Marcus Chu

Gary Lau

Through exceptional leadership, Kevin has grown a modest team of 20
salespersons to a salesforce of over 1,000 high performing agents. His
division remains one of the most successful teams in ERA history,
boasting awards like the #1 Team in ERA Singapore and Asia Pacific,
and the #1 International Champion Team Award, from 2014 to 2016.
Today, Kevin is one of ERA’s few Chief Agency Directors and his goal is
to build a legacy of high performing ERA leaders through the Ultimate
Leadership Warrior Camp.

Marcus believes leaders are not born; they’re made. He believes in the power of human
potential, and has been developing training programmes and tools to help people
discover their full aptitude. As Chief Operating Officer of ERA, all Division Directors and
salespersons come under his charge. Besides spearheading innovations and projects at
corporate level, Marcus invests his time in building people up through extraordinary
and experimental trainings and programmes. The Ultimate Leadership Warrior Camp is
the culmination of his passion, aimed at transforming mindsets, relationships, and
bringing out the full potential of all participants.

As one of ERA’s Chief Agency Directors, Gary has shaped the careers of
more than 2,000 real estate agents. During his tenure as a Division
Director, one of his defining achievements was having his division
account for over 17% of the 2014 Top 300 Achievers of the Year. Today,
Gary focuses on developing the next generation of leaders in ERA at the
Ultimate Leadership Warrior Camp.

Information and Intelligence
KEY BENEFITS
· Receive the latest and greatest updates on market
trends and insider information curated meticulously
through research and analysis
· Effectively aid your clients’ investment choices

COURSE OUTLINE
Gain valuable insights as we share our perspective and
data on market trends so you can help your clients
make better investment decisions. Equip yourself with
the latest insider info and marketing comparisons to
make shrewd, informed property choices gleaned from
meticulously curated data by our industry experts.

Smart Information
KEY BENEFITS
· Gain insights on the latest investment trends
· Mastering the skill of diversifying your portfolio

COURSE OUTLINE
Tap on the wealth of knowledge we have amassed through extensive and
intensive research and analysis. Educate yourself on various options to
diversify your investment portfolio. Get the lowdown on insider info and
investment tips and strategies.

The Latest and Greatest Info and

Tips on Projects
KEY BENEFITS
· Capitalise on key real estate insights
· Find out the latest hotspots worth investing in
· Find out the latest property investment potential

COURSE OUTLINE
Free seminar catered for ERA clients and
salespersons to help them capitalise on curated
project information, market trends, and investment
tips to make astute investment choices in the latest
project hotspots.

INDUCTION
P ROGRAMME

A formal introduction to the real estate industry
and to ERA, the Induction is where newly recruited
agents are given a orientation to warmly welcome
them to the ERA family and to run them through
the rules and regulations, as well as get a general
roadmap of their real estate career path.

The Outplay and Outsell Seminar aims to train each and
every ERA salesperson to recruit and to sell competitively
and skillfully. This intensive seminar is designed to endow
each ERA teammate with the ability to build a sustainable
and flourishing team or business, and to Outplay and
Outsell the competition.

CAREER
To constantly stay on top of the real estate industry’s
latest innovations and technological advancements.
Delivered by experts from the real estate and tech
industries, The Digital Edge updates salespersons on the
latest technological tools available in the market, to
better facilitate their real estate sales performance, as
well as equip them with the tools to provide a highly
efficient and fuss-free experience for their clients.

Organized by ERA, Legal Talk features guest
speakers from distinguished financial, legal, or real
estate companies and institutions to impart
knowledge on the various legal and financial
intricacies of the real estate industry and the many
different transaction processes. It equips agents
with in-depth knowledge and niche expertise so
they may excel in their specialization.

More

Seminars/

Conferences

ADVANCEMENT DAY
One of ERA’s most highly anticipated events, Career
Advancement Day is a quarterly conference where the 300
Top Achievers in the company are recognised and team
leaders who have hit their sales and recruitment targets
stand a chance to get promoted.

ASIA PACIFIC
BUSINESS CONFERENCE

Arguably ERA’s most prestigious event, the Asia Pacific
Business Conference (APBC) is held annually to celebrate
ERA’s Top 600 Achievers. The glamourous affair is
accompanied with an award ceremony presided over by
esteemed Guest-of-Honours.

For more information, please visit

UltimateAgentTraining.com.sg
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Estate Agent Licence No. L3002382K
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